
November 15, 2023

To: Rep. Trevor Squirrell, Chair

Sen. Mark MacDonald, Vice Chair

Senator Christopher Bray

Senator Virginia Lyons

Senator David Weeks

Representative Seth Bongartz

Representative Mark Higley

Representative Carol Ode

Charlene Dindo, Committee Assistant

Response to 11/13/23 Fish & Wildlife Department Memo to LCAR on Furbearing Species Rule

Re: Setback Exemption for Traps in the Water or Under Ice

Dear Committee Members,

I am compelled to provide additional written comments following the latest communication from the
Vermont Fish & Wildlife Department (The Department) regarding traps placed in the water. The
Department asserts in its Nov. 13th memo that: “The greatest risks to pets are associated with trapping
violations and nuisance trapping that occur outside of the regulated seasons.”

Since October 2023, there have already been three separate incidents involving pets caught in traps that
were not trapping violations. (See attached) Also, the incident in Underhill, VT last trapping season that
killed a dog was investigated by a warden and determined to be a legally set trap (see attached warden
report) not a trapping violation as claimed by the Department in its recent memo.

In addition, the Department states, “the elimination of this exemption (traps set in the water) would restrict
where aquatic fur trappers can place their sets.” Here the Department’s inference is that LCAR’s
interpretation of the legislative intent of Act 159 would negatively impact fur trappers, yet restricting the
placement of traps in Vermont in the interest of public safety is arguably the greatest intent of Act 159.

The Department’s Deputy Chief Warden Sean Fowler stated to the Fish & Wildlife Board in May 2023 that
the most common trapping practices in the state are for aquatic species ie; beaver, muskrat, mink and
otter. The Department’s proposed exemption to Act 159’s required setbacks for traps creates a legal
loophole for traps placed in the water, which is where the most recreational trapping in Vermont occurs.



The Department also asserts that the dangers posed to the public by untrapped beavers is far greater
than any posed by the state’s trappers, and should thus be the reason for exempting “in the water” traps
from the intent of Act 159. This is a nonsensical argument that has no place in determining whether the
proposed rules meet legislative intent, and only serves to illustrate that the Department’s concerns do not
align with the interests of public safety, but instead with the protection of the trapping privileges of a few
hundred individuals who are responsible for numerous incidents involving an impact to public safety.

The Department states, “Unfortunately, extending the 50’ setback to all traps regardless of whether they
are set in water or under ice would shift trapping activities from in-season fur harvesting to out-of-season
nuisance trapping giving the public and pets less protection—as evidenced by the Castleton incident.”

The above statement reveals a strategy openly discussed by the Fish & Wildlife Board at its November 1,
2023 meeting where board members concerned about the inconveniences of Act 159, expressed an
intent to encourage the state’s trappers to avoid the new laws restrictions by exercising their legal right to
trap outside of the regulated season as Vermont’s existing nuisance trapping laws permit. It is also
interesting to note that at both the October and November 2023 F&W Board meetings that I attended, the
public was asked to leave the meeting so the Board could discuss the implications in Executive sessions
of LCAR’s memorandum and what Gjessing stated was the possible legal challenges the Department
would face if the proposed rule was not approved by LCAR.

Vermont’s Department of Transportation (VTrans) is the largest state agency engaged in nuisance animal
trapping, yet even Catherine Gjessing testified to LCAR on Nov. 2, 2023 that the agency was not opposed
to the proposed trap setbacks on the literal hundreds of miles of roads and trails it manages in the
interests of public safety. In my home town of Orange, recognizing the dangers associated with in the
water trapping, VTrans has agreed to cease beaver trapping and instead pursue long-term non-lethal
sustainable ways of addressing beaver conflicts in our community. As a reminder, most of the reported
instances of domestic animal captures in Vermont traps occurred during the regulated trap season and
were the result of poor judgment when determining trap placement. Exempting traps placed in the water
from required setbacks will only ensure that the public remains vulnerable to legally placed traps
immediately off of trails and roads.

In opposing any further changes to the proposed furbearer rules, the Department is again refusing to
represent the interests of the 87% of Vermonters who do not trap or hunt but whom recreate outdoors,
and instead continue to speak only for the consumptive users of wildlife. In the over 35 years of wildlife
advocacy that I have been involved in, I have never seen such incredible bias and misrepresentation as
that I witnessed at every 2023 Vermont Fish & Wildlife Board meeting. The current posturing of the
Department reveals an agency out of the Legislature’s oversight and unwilling to answer to the
constituents it has been empowered to represent. I find it truly reprehensible that such political power is
being abused by the state entity entrusted with protecting Vermont’s wildlife.

Thank You,
Rod Coronado Vermont Wildlife Patrol Town of Orange
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Dispatch Narratives

------------- 937: Schmid, Jeremy - 11/02/22 08:46 -------------
961 attempted to make contact with homeowner but no one was home, I will try to make contact during shift today.
------------- Disp 35831: Eldred, Erika - 11/01/22 12:48 -------------
961 ADV HE HAS SPOKEN TO THE ACO ABOUT THIS, AND MAY BE FOLLOWING UP - WILL ADV DISPATCH WHEN/IF WE CAN ASSGN
IT TO HIM
------------- Disp 35831: Eldred, Erika - 11/01/22 12:46 -------------
945 TIED UP WITH A CASE / CHK WITH 961
------------- Disp 35831: Eldred, Erika - 11/01/22 11:58 -------------
LEFT VM FOR 936 TO SEE IF SHE AND 945 WOULD TAKE THIS.
------------- Disp 42061: Dubuque, Benjamin - 10/31/22 19:12 -------------
937 is off on 11/1 // 937 wants any warden on duty tomorrow to be notified and reach out to complainaint
------------- Disp 42061: Dubuque, Benjamin - 10/31/22 19:10 -------------
937 advised
------------- Disp 42061: Dubuque, Benjamin - 10/31/22 19:09 -------------
257 req. 937 be advised of this case
------------- Disp 42061: Dubuque, Benjamin - 10/31/22 18:34 -------------

 /  / aco underhill /  / got a call about an hour ago about a dog missing / hanging in a tree in a bear trap / were
able to get it down but the owner doesn’t know the neighbors /  /  /  

MRI# NCIC NIC# Narrative
Cancelled
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